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Mark Fox, CEO, NetEvents 

Hi everyone, I'm Mark Fox CEO of NetEvents, and I'd like to welcome all the press and media from 

around the world for today's session: migrating MPLS networks to the exciting new world of cloud 

networking.  To introduce and chair today's session is Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services at 

Vertical Systems Group, Erin, over to you to introduce the session today. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Thanks Mark. And thanks to the team at NetEvents for coordinating this roundtable. I'm sure all of us 

would rather be in one of the very exotic locales that NetEvents is known for hosting their conferences 

but we'll have to make do for our home or offices. So, I just want to say welcome to the panel, I will give 

each one of them a couple of moments to introduce themselves as we get a little further in.  

 

We have a great topic today, one that my company spends a lot of time looking at, and we have 

been since the early 2000s, when there was another big transition and migration happening, which is 

when we were starting to go from ATM / Frame Relay, and private line networks into the world of MPLS. 

Well now, those MPLS networks are migrating in which we'll be talking about to the new era of cloud 

networking. And so, MPLS, and the dedicated IP VPN market has had a lot of running room but it's time 

for another transition. And this time, to the world of cloud networking. So the first thing I want to do, the 

reason I'm showing this slide, is that the type of networks that we're talking about now are fully 

managed by a carrier. SDWAN services, again, a truly managed service that all of the panelists here 
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have to offer, services that are aligned with the MEF, and this is a very big market worldwide - here 

you're looking at almost $40 billion for IP VPN services, including carrier managed SD-WAN services. 

Now, the carrier managed SD-WAN service market is still a small part of that maybe around 5%, but 

certainly moving faster than the other types of services, interesting points here. First of all, we've seen a 

resurgence of what we call the site to site VPN with the new work from home paradigm over the last 

year. Second point is that the carrier managed SD-WAN services leaderboards, that you may have seen 

from Vertical Systems Group will be released shortly, I'd love to have them here to show you but we are 

just putting our final touches on them. And what we are seeing, which is consistent I think with a lot of 

the points we'll be making in this webinar, is that the top providers for carrier managed SD-WANs US and 

worldwide do overlap with the top MPLS providers historically, but that may be changing which is what 

we'll be talking about. And that's due to migration, meaning it there's a high correlation between MPLS, 

and where it's going. So, how did carrier managed SDWANs fare during this last year, which has been 

crazy?  

 

I have a timeline here that I can show you. So, in 2009 you can see here, triple digit growth, and I think 

all of our panelists here would agree with that. This was a booming market. In 2020, again, this is a US 

timeline, but it does track worldwide - we saw the revenue growth dropped down to about 17%. Now, 

that's still one of the bright spots for the overall networking market, because this was a tough year. 2021 

revenue growth is rebounding we're seeing that already. I'm sure our panelists are seeing that we'll hear 

from them shortly.  

 

And I know that you're all anxious to hear from this panel, so I have one more slide that I just want to 

share with you and this will pop back up later in the conversation. This is a readout from three surveys 

that my company Vertical Systems Group has done of the managed service providers worldwide. 

Starting at the bottom, We asked the question, what are the top challenges for your organizations. This is 

pre pandemic.  These are strategic challenges with long term proactive, “how do we deal with the 

rollouts” pre COVID.  

Big change came around mid-2020 in the midst of the global pandemic. This was a major trigger that 

forced a lot of transitions. The first is the migration to the cloud. And the second is the work from home 

and the work from anywhere solutions.  Service providers that were just sort of dipping their feet into this 

market now had to manage this transition for their enterprise customers and we're going to hear from 

them about how they did.  

And the third now beginning of 2021, the pandemic is subsiding (we hope), we're starting to see a 

movement again back to longer term planning for SD-WAN transitions, we're starting to see service 

providers or managed service providers deal with backlogs. How did they get their enterprise customers 

where they needed, needed to be multicloud, and the refocus again on it transformations, following 

the related shifts that we had due to COVID, and we got to think about the customer experience 

again, which is a great thing.  

So, this is a great segue into the first conversation point that we had that we have for our panel, and the 

first question here is: How has the global pandemic impacted the demand for network services, and 

what's the longer term post outlook? So I'm going to start here by directing this at Song from Tata who's 
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going to start here, I would love him to give a very brief overview of who he is and what he does for his 

organization, and then we'll transition into the other speakers, Song, over to you. 

 

Song Toh, Vice President, Global Network Services, Tata Communications 

Yes, thank you, Erin. Hi everyone, my name is Song Toh, I am the VP of Product Management for Global 

Managed Network Services at Tata Communications. We serve enterprises around the world with 

managed network services. Let's get on this first question here, right. How has the global pandemic 

impacted demand for network services, Erin, I think the chart that you presented earlier really reflected 

what we saw in 2020.   We came into the year having great plan. And, you know the world turned 

upside down. I still remember traveling back from a conference right before all the lockdown. And that 

was, you know, quite a reminder when people started masking up. And so, it has impacted some 

enterprises had put some positions on hold, and then they had to deal with enabling employees work 

from home, working remotely. And now, as you said, they're planning and continuing what we call 

digital transformation, which requires the network to transform as well. Long term outlook is positive, 

right. Infrastructure needs to be refreshed, network bandwidth needs to go up or the IT systems and 

cloud migration has been planned. Now, everyone's also looking at how do they go forward with it. 

That's what I see. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

All right, Well thanks, I'm going to throw right over to Ashwath, at Aryaka, again, a brief introduction, and 

then maybe some comments there. 

 

Ashwath Nagaraj, Co-founder, Chief Technology Officer, Aryaka 

So I'm Ashwath Nagaraj I'm Founder and CTO of Aryaka Networks. We build a new agile WAN.  Many of 

you have heard of us and as Song said we're all in the space of giving you managed networks which 

deliver productivity to your employees. So, I just look at the pandemic and I sort of break it up into really 

two parts right. The first is the shock. It was a shock effect for a couple of months, and that shock really, 

some people were handling it by buying more boxes to do via remote access VPN patching it, band 

aid, you can call it a lot of things right. But I think what emerged from it is that the web has now 

transformed to a new topology. It's fundamentally changed. Right. And, a user can be at home, can be 

at a branch, can be at a data center, can be at headquarters. Your data can be in a data center in 

the cloud, and can be at home. So, the move was sort of made the web, far more important than it 

ever wants to that enterprise business right. And I think the important thing here is, if you don't embrace 

this change, because this change is here to stay, this is not a temporary change. Not everybody is 

coming back to the office, a lot of people are never coming back. Sorry. So, what does this make it? 

What is the power that it is now going to be the driver of business transformation?  I mean, just look at all 

of the budget that's available.  There are so many offices that cost so many dollars, so much money 

that's going to get shut down.  Where is that going to go?  It is going to transform your business right. So I 

think we'll go into a few examples with some of the other questions, but I think it's probably the most 

fundamental change in networking. And I think it's going to, you know, in as much as it gives the sort of 

killing blow to some older networks, it actually empowers the IT organizations to deliver productivity to 

employees. 
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Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Great, thank you.  Mike, over to you and a quick introduction and then how do you feel about this 

question? 

 

Mike Frane, Vice President Product Management, Windstream Enterprise 

Well thank you very much. As the slide shows my name is Mike Frane, I'm the Vice President of 

Networking Security Product Management here at Windstream. Windstream delivers security and 

managed services via network or voice to businesses across North America. We've had to manage 

broadband integrated into enterprise networks since 2006. We've provided co-managed security 

platforms in the cloud since 2010 and haven't had a co-managed SDWAN offering in the market since 

2016. You know when I look at what's happened here over the last year or so networks and connectivity 

are now more important than ever, right as COVID-19 started to enter the standard lexicon. We saw 

many customers accelerate their deployments to deliver on the flexibility and adaptability that they 

knew they would need to weather the uncertain times ahead of them, and we saw a big uptick in 

remote access needs of our customers, as your timeline shown here and once the lockdown started, we 

didn't see it, a short slump in the deployments mid-2020. But I've seen a resurgence in the last half of 

2020 and our enquiries and sales of SDWAN and the pipeline continued to build. We were very fortunate 

to actually outpace the 17% growth that was on the previous slide. Now, you know, there are many out 

there who say that work from home is the new normal, but in my eyes the new normal is really 

uncertainty.  Customers see SDWAN as a highly agile option that lets them right size their network and 

their bandwidth at the locations as they shift their business and operational models and I can tell you 

that the business and operational models are absolutely changing as a result of the of the last 12 

months, as we look to the future. Right, well 100% work from home model isn't realistic.  Customers are 

going to look for a network solution that easily provides the flexibility and reliability for their physical 

locations, as long as their remote workforce their partners and their vendors, combining SDWAN and 

security in that as a service will fit that need very well. Because you said we want to be a little 

confrontational here right but you know collegial manner. I do want to push on something that asked, I 

really think that it's the business that's going to be the driving factor and network transformation, right.  It 

has traditionally been the keeper of the of the purse strings and the group that set the direction from a 

network perspective for the companies but as we look at how the businesses and their operational 

model and how they reach their customers is going to change in the future. I really think that the 

business, the marketing, the product side of the businesses is really going to start to drive that network 

transformation because it's through those and both have said this race through that digital 

transformation how they reach their customers, how they communicate, interact with their with their 

customers and their partners is what's really going to drive the need for the network transformation. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Well that's great. I'm just gonna get my popcorn and wait for Ashwath, go ahead. You don't need me! 

 

Ashwath Nagaraj, Co-founder, Chief Technology Officer, Aryaka 
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I totally agree. I mean, all I'm saying is that today the network, and finally the expertise for the network is 

the IT people, right, is so critical. And it's good to empower business. Think about it this way, every time I 

shut down an office, I mean I have to give you an example, there was a very large company of ours 

who basically funded their entire transformation by shutting down some of the key offices. So, what I'm 

saying is now the IT professionals are responsible for employee productivity. The budgets in the hand of 

IT, not in the hands of the facilities people. Right. I mean, you go to the central London offices of some 

top companies, and are they spending millions and millions of dollars a year. Now, you were looking for 

money to fund a transformation, and guess what, the pandemic has slowed down industry. Yes, some 

industries have done well, but most are actually still struggling, right, but they need the transformation, 

where's the money coming from?  It has to come, I think, from the IT folks coming up with creative ideas 

on how they can really transform the needs of business.  You still meet the needs of business, but you 

don't need some of those things in the past, like the facilities etc. 

 

Mike Frane, Vice President Product Management, Windstream Enterprise 

Completely agree that the changing operational model is going to drive the network. 

 

Ashwath Nagaraj, Co-founder, Chief Technology Officer, Aryaka 

Yeah, absolutely. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Song, anything to add? 

 

Song Toh, Vice President, Global Network Services, Tata Communications 

Well I agree with these points right, but I think the reality is transformation didn't stop.  Whether the office 

is shut, or you know pandemic was in the middle, raging, and it's still in some areas right.   In fact, during 

2020 we implemented SDWAN for one of the very famous international airlines, right, one that the 

planes won't fly, hardly any of them apply, but the talk on SDWAN integrated on the channel contact 

centers and data center worldwide.  Honesty when right this is an amount of capital outlay that they 

put out while everything else is having a whole lot of challenges. We see this as a critical steps of setting 

up the infrastructure for the future business. Yeah, 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Yeah. I mean one of the things that pops up in our research all the time is, and it seems so simple, which 

is every time an enterprise transitions one of their applications to the cloud, away from a local data 

center, away from servers that are sitting the basement, whatever it might be, this transition moves a 

little bit faster.  And the work from home, that got forced on these enterprises that really kicked it into 

gear and we saw a lot of the legacy applications that were holding back some of this transformation 

start to start to really go away.  So, interesting transition. Anyone else have anything to add before we 

can move on?  We can we can stay here? Nope. Okay. All right, so I have another question here that 

when we looked at the structure of this webinar.  I thought the way to look at it was to talk about the 

overall transitions that our panelists are seeing, which we just did. And then how do we support 

enterprises where MPLS is still the VPN of choice?  Meaning these are the enterprises that have had 
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MPLS maybe for some 20 years so they're the ones that came from frame / ATM / private lines, and 

they're following this natural migration path.  They love their MPLS and this is something that comes up 

over and over again in our surveys, it might be expensive, it might be a bit inflexible. However, it meets 

that five nines type of needs that a lot of enterprises, really, really need for their applications. So, we 

want to focus on the ones that have MPLS, love MPLS, and what are we doing with them, so Mike, I'd 

love to have you start here because I know Windstream has a broad service offering within North 

America of customers that utilize MPLS services and also you're offering the hybrid services and in the 

new era cloud services. So, let's start with you. 

 

Mike Frane, Vice President Product Management, Windstream Enterprise 

Thanks, Erin.  I still remember reading articles in 2015 and 2016 about how MPLS was dead now that 

SDWAN was available. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

For the record, my firm never wrote those articles. 

 

Mike Frane, Vice President Product Management, Windstream Enterprise 

I guess I might or might not have actually authored one of those articles, 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

That's $40 billion worldwide, and it's been hovering there for a while, might still be flat, but it's still.. 

 

Mike Frane, Vice President Product Management, Windstream Enterprise 

Okay. Yeah, the reality of the market is that MPLS level long tail, or there are still customers out there 

who rely on TDM connections for the functioning of specific applications. And there are many reasons 

for that.  In some verticals the regulatory environment may necessitate the use of MPLS. Some 

applications have been specifically designed to work over the MPLS network and might not be readily 

portable to the cloud. Well in others, there may be a strong emotional attachment to the way that the 

network has always worked. But, in any case MPLS is gonna be around for a long time. We have 1000’s 

of customers and 10’s of 1000’s of sites in SDWAN today. And while the technology has absolutely 

enabled a migration from MPLS, believe me when I say that there is no easy button.  The migrations take 

careful planning and time to execute. Because it's not just about simply swapping out one network 

technology for another in order to fully realize the capability and the potential of SDWAN, it can also 

require a shift in mindset, an application model, as well as in some cases the operational model of the 

business which is I think one of the things we're seeing in today's day and age, over the last year.  Now 

when we started to roll out SDWAN, I would say that more than 90% of all of our networks were in a 

hybrid MPLS and internet model, we combined the two transport types together use SDWAN over the 

top to control the traffic flow. Now, as time has progressed, we're probably more in the 60 to 70% range 

now, so there is there is a growing comfort with enterprises and organizations of moving to an internet 

model with SDWAN as the overlay, but we still see that the predominant model is a hybrid model with 

MPLS. Now Windstream does as you said, we deploy cloud based SDWAN, as our primary offering. That's 

the deployment model that really delivers on the maximum potential of the SDWAN technology, right.  
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You look at DMPO forward error correction advanced security and connectivity to the cloud. That 

solution delivers the reliability and security that businesses are looking for today as they make their 

transition. Now we've customers have MPLS either with Windstream or with other providers, we're able to 

connect them either in our cloud core or at hubs throughout their network which allows their 

applications to perform as they need, but still in parts, much of what I say is the SDWAN goodness, on 

the other applications and on their network in general. And it's really this flexibility that provides the 

customers with the choice to continue to leverage their MPLS network well, allowing them to migrate 

their sites off MPLS and onto the internet at their own pace.  We don't force customers into it. Well I 

believe that the future of networking applications is in the cloud. As a managed service provider we 

absolutely just support our customers on that journey because no one's at the same place. No one 

wants to move at the same speed. And it's really going to require the managed service provider model 

and a partner like Windstream that is accountable for their success in that migration. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Thanks. Ashwath I want to hear from you as the provider here on the panel that does not have a 

legacy, a long tail as he said, legacy base of MPLS. 

 

Ashwath Nagaraj, Co-founder, Chief Technology Officer, Aryaka 

You said controversial, let's be controversial, right. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Yes, please do, please do. 

 

Ashwath Nagaraj, Co-founder, Chief Technology Officer, Aryaka 

You know, the king is dead, long live the new King. Ellison is dead. But I think we're sort of mixing two 

things here, right. MPLS is a way of connecting sites, right. But what MPLS brought to two companies, 

two organizations was, we said it earlier, reliability, stability, quality and security, right. And a lot of these 

are also a question of the topology. I don't think it's all cloud. I think that the hybrid network of data 

centers, keeping your private data, clouds, and SaaS applications were an easy transformation of your 

office 365 of the world. Those are the ones that are going to be the fast moving changes, right, but the 

hybrid network remains. And what's killing MPLS, and you know every now and then a killer app comes 

along, and to me the killer app right now is that you can't have 40%.  You'll push the wall, we all agree, 

you're not going to put an MPLS to everybody's house, it's never gonna happen. You're never going to 

put a box, and you're not going to put a rack, inside a person's house and you know, they don't need 

that much heat, nothing else. Boxes, racks and so on, so, the home user, now the home worker, is going 

to be 40% of all the total number of hours of work. Yes, manufacturing sites are not going to go, where 

people are going to come there your data center is going to keep data.  Oh that's true but then you 

have to incorporate this other 40% into your network, and I think that is really where MPLS struggles right 

now, but I'm not saying that those things that were being provided by MPLS that's that reliability, that 

stability, that quality, they're absolutely required, right.  I think that this really means that the world has to 

move to a new network now. MPLS was built with a smart technology, and that said, I'm going to have 

a layer to last mile to connect that [inaudible] and that excellent network I have. And I think the way 
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Aryaka puts this is that we want to bring MPLS to you, but we want to bring it to a pop near you, not to 

your house, right.  If you have to bring it to the house, it's very hard. There are hundreds and 1000’s of 

people all over the world. We just bring it to a partner and deliver it. We call it cloud delivery in the sense 

that it's the same concept as a cloud instead of having to build it yourself. It's offered to you as a 

service, right. So MPLS is great, but there's a new king, and we have to find out who the king is but at the 

end the network has changed forever and I don't think MPLS fits that market.   

 

 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Song, before I jump in, I'm going to give it to you. 

 

Song Toh, Vice President, Global Network Services, Tata Communications 

All right, not a whole lot of disagreement with the two panellists before me here, right. MPLS is part of the 

enterprise wide architecture today. You know, the customers that I am serving, just take an example, 

one global beverage manufacturer, they went from about 60% traffic site to site, which tells you that it 

was mostly MPLS, and during the contract period, they reached to about 30 Australiana 30% steel site. 

The rest of it is all called traffic because they move their applications to cloud. And in that situation the 

dominant architecture of the network is a hybrid network with SDWAN over. I think more and more of 

the enterprises will be heading in that direction. Some of them will start off, I think pretty aggressive, say 

I'm going 80%, 90% to cloud.  In that situation that hybrid network will have a lot less MPLS in it, but I think 

they will questions being asked in here too, right. The reason why MPLS stays is because some of those 

applications and data center architecture. Some applications are still sitting in a data center some 

applications and still very sensitive to chitters latency and all that stuff. And you could not especially if 

you have a globally distributed state, you cannot switch straight over to internet and hope that 

everything works perfectly. Right so, it’s a transition. And I'm not all that actively killing of MPLS for my 

customers, but if they are ready, and they're looking for the agility, then they will be SDWAN plus a mix 

of underlay that's probably more internet and MPLS. Yeah.  

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

So, I think an interesting point that pops up and it goes back to, Ashwath, which is something I always 

like to like to emphasize is that MPLS is a connectivity technology but it's sometimes used incorrectly as 

talking about a TDM access type of technology, which of course we know it's not as, but is not our 

research at this transition has been happening for a while, which is the load, it was driven by more 

bandwidth requirements, right.  So you had T1 or you want access to MPLS networks for years and years 

you're talking 1000’s and 1000’s of enterprise sites.  Where is that going?  It's going to zero. And we've 

seen that transition for many years where the low speed access for tier one and below access to MPLS 

has been dropping off.  Either those sites are going to another technology or they are being upgraded 

to access layer Ethernet DIA, to the MPLS network, we have ethernet access to an MPLS network at a 

very high speed. That's a technology that works and the customers really like that. So you're seeing the 

low speed drop off, and that is ripe for this SDWAN transition, the higher speeds at the data center, 

centralized headquarter locations have sort of remained and then we're talking to hybrid network, 
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that's the first point I wanted to make. The second point which is talking about who's the new king, or 

what are we doing here and it's an entire different paradigm for networking. I think the name might be 

just called Software Defined Networking, this SDWAN transition. We love it. It's a great technology, but 

when you look at bringing all of the networking closer to the edge as Ashwath was talking about, 

whether it's MPLS, whether it's cloud access, whatever it is, it gets closer to the edge, and then we have 

big, strong, fast access technologies that terminate right there and let the cloud takeover. So, throwing 

that out to the three of you I don't even know who to direct it to but what do you think about just the 

software defined networking aspect of it? 

 

Song Toh, Vice President, Global Network Services, Tata Communications 

Are you saying that SDWAN is transitional technology? 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Well, that was one of my sub questions.  Is SDWAN something that we're going to see for a transitional 

amount of time until we truly get to what we call Software Defined Networking? 

 

Ashwath Nagaraj, Co-founder, Chief Technology Officer, Aryaka 

Mike you just started off, go ahead. 

 

Mike Frane, Vice President Product Management, Windstream Enterprise 

Oh, I think when I did say that SDWAN, which is software defined wide area network, is not part of 

software defined networking seems a little strange, right. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

No, only part of It, like to have this definition of carry or manage those so yeah. 

 

Mike Frane, Vice President Product Management, Windstream Enterprise 

I think, that the model, and everything's gonna be Software Defined everything already, it's just where 

and how you orchestrate all that together is really going to be, I think the evolution of what we're seeing 

here, right, and the different components of the network so I would absolutely say that, yes, I do see the 

shift to software defined networking.  And it's obviously been going on for quite a while. Started in the 

data center, right, then hyperscale compute, and then moving into the branch so you see that the 

core tenants of that managed infrastructure, because it really in my mind is the managed infrastructure 

from where the customer is where the consumer is, of the application.   The race is going to be to 

handle that infrastructure as one piece and make it simple for the end user to consume and manage or 

manage it for them. 

 

Ashwath Nagaraj, Co-founder, Chief Technology Officer, Aryaka 

Yep, I 100% agree. I mean, I think the buzzword SDWAN has been sort of overused by everybody, right.  

In one case to me it's sort of like a get out of jail card, right.  You have a legacy network you need to 

keep going. It's revenue, right, but I think as you know Song said, I think, very appropriately that budget 

is moving, you know from that 70% To MPLS to 30% that's happening right. And what does that network 
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of the future have? I think there's going to be two of them. There's a super cost sensitive model, where 

the internet's going to have to do everything, whether you like it or not. And then there's the productivity 

sensitive model which is going to be half gravitate towards a network that actually offers whatever 

characteristics MPLS offers today. And so, I mentioned that it's about, I mean, the internet is not going to 

work very well in a global environment, but if you really don't care about the resolution, it's fine. If you 

do, it's not going to work so you need a new architecture right. What is that we'll see.  I mean, time is 

going to tell, but certainly I think one of the things you mentioned is the bandwidth needs and you look 

at people building equipment for interne.  Oh my god they're going to be doing really well, everybody 

is sitting on a zoom call at home, right.  Before we were looking at DSL modems, if I could get a little bit 

of jittery video I was so excited. Now we're gonna look at each other, right, and we have to do it 

interactively so the bandwidth needs of this world is going through the roof. And it's not coming only 

from branches, it is coming from everywhere, right. So, I think it's a good thing for everybody, right.  It just 

that they're going to be two different flavors, price sensitive. I mean everybody's price sensitive, but 

price critical and quality critical, there's going to be issues on both sides, which is both extremes and 

somewhere in the middle we're going to have a mix, some places require lower resolution. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Song, back to you, we kind of jumped in on you. 

 

Song Toh, Vice President, Global Network Services, Tata Communications 

Oh no, I think that's actually a very good discussion. And I kind of agree with that sub question that you 

asked Erin, and all the points raised here. In some ways, right, WAN was very brand focus and SDWAN 

started out also pre branch focus, of course then everybody put security and all these things, and quite 

a few of the vendors are now also enabling remote X remote user as part of the SDWAN solution. But, 

you know at this point you do used to call those things SDWAN or is it is really evolving to some kind of 

software defined network that, yes, there's probably still controller, there's probably multiple types of 

transport, and to Ashwath’s and Mike's point, different kinds of applications that require different kind of 

transport. But, I mean it's the configuration, still focus on traffic failover between two links or three links, or 

is it going to be a lot more like, just let the network take the application where it needs to go, fastest, 

most secure way. Yeah, right. That's not what SDWAN is defined as today.  

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Nope, it is not. so that's why I brought up is it a transition is it just part of the whole.  But I think we got 

some great feedback on that from all of you. To keep us sort of on schedule we're gonna move on to 

another question. We sort of hit the high level, then what do we do about all those MPLS folks out there? 

And how about we look at it from a different aspect now?  Which is if you're coming to it from a 

completely Greenfield environment. We've migrated, what are the benefits, what are the challenges 

here to just look at this as a clean slate? If you have new enterprises coming on, what do they look like, 

what do we give to them, what are they asking for?  I'm just gonna direct this at Ashwath to start and I'd 

love to hear about specific verticals, any specific use cases. And one other thing is, new competitors. If 

this is, if it's a cloud only solution, meaning you don't have to worry about MPLS on. Who do you see as 

trying to take away the traditional networking dollars. Is it so anyway, over to Ashwath. 
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Ashwath Nagaraj, Co-founder, Chief Technology Officer, Aryaka 

Yeah, so, I think the thing to me here is, this is the really the new enabler, right. I mean let's go 

backwards and say, you got all these offices, you've got really to transform to a lot more home user. A 

lot more cloud application, right. And I'll go over an example, but the power of it is really that there's a 

actually a lot of ongoing operating costs for all these facilities, and that's a lot of dollars. And I can 

power a lot of change, right, and that change is really coming to transform the application, move the 

application as a cloud, improve your application, that's where these dollars are going to go. And I think 

there's another huge value of this new era of networking, right. I mean, I live in San Francisco Bay area. 

For us to hire a good security engineer, good networking engineering, it's twice the cost of hiring it in 

Boise, Idaho, right. But today, think of the HR, people love the ID folks because, hey, I don't need to hire, 

I don't need to add a facility or spaceship I don't need to spend this kind of money, I can get the right 

quality of engineers somewhere else. So, it allows the organization to naturally distribute.  We've sort of 

broken those myths that you have to have a location, everybody has to come here and work for a 

whole year. We've done it, and we've done pretty well with nobody coming to the office, right. We 

were manufacturing in countries where they already managed to solve the COVID problem a lot better 

than we have but I think this is an opportunity, right. I mean, the opportunity is really for the CIO to 

rethink the entire corporation. the footprint, and how they can empower the rest of the business. By 

making change.  And I'll give you a very good example, we have a large fuel logistics company, you 

go to an airport, you want (inaudible) your aircraft is getting fueled by one of these companies. We 

started a transformation for about 170 sites, but a few months (it's a Fortune 100) before the pandemic 

Hurricane Sandy (inaudible) sites going away from MPLS and 32 data centers, then things are going 

along chugging along beautifully, remember pandemic hits. They could have, you know, gone into a 

funk and said hey you know, oh my god, what are they, on the other hand, they just came back and 

they completely redid the plan.  But Mike mentioned earlier, he said the only thing we know for certain 

is that won't be changed, right. So, if you can embrace that change you can use that to redirect your 

plan in the direction of the future. Well then how do I stay home, I get it back to the past, right, and 

these people transformed it. Their expectation is about 70% of the people will not need office space 

anymore, but those 70% of people are going to need twice as much bandwidth because they're going 

to be moving, right. They went from 32 data centers to I think half a dozen, four or six I'm not sure exactly 

how much. So the amount of money they save, they shut down their headquarters, buildings and so on, 

so forth, in certain areas where instead of meeting 2,000 people sitting in a place they need only the 

corporate face that's you know a couple 100 people. All of that has actually made that business 

struggle, if you look at the business of fuel and supply in our service is a lot harder in this day, but it made 

those changes to adapt and put them in the future when all of this comes back.  They're not spending 

half as much on all that, right, and they're using that to transform their entire business so I think we will 

look at this as a benefit. And the challenge is the fact that now you’ve basically been kicked in the 

back, you got to solve it, you can't just sit back and say, no it's all coming back. So, the forcing function 

of having to move has actually enabled doing a lot of good things, and I really believe that of all of us 

here are a little bit in the new era of networking, right.  All the three companies represented here and I 

think we stand to benefit from this because we are empowering the change for future as opposed to 

retaining the past. 
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Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Agreed. I mean, all of you reiterated that earlier, that networking is just so much more important now, 

right.  You used to be able to just go downstairs and kick something and it would work again.  Which 

one of you wants to wants to jump in again, talking about it's a clean slate, brand new.  

 

Mike Frane, Vice President Product Management, Windstream Enterprise 

Yeah, Erin, I would absolutely agree with you. The only thing I'm ups at my house is my networking. Right, 

it's the router, it's the cable modem, so I can stay up and work.  The furnace will turn off, microwave 

won't start, but my network stays up at the house because this is our new office. That’s why I'm talking a 

lot about the goodness of moving to the cloud network or an SDWAN. I want to talk a little bit here 

about the challenges.  We've got quite a few customers and sites deployed, and it's been a learning 

experience over time. So, when it comes to talking to customers about the roof - we've had MPLS 

traditionally, right, TDM or Ethernet based arrow moving to something in more hybrid model with, maybe 

you've got cable in there, you've got HFC, you've got cellular.  It's ensuring that the education piece 

aspect of that, ensuring that they understand that unlike TDM or Ethernet service where, if they say it's 

available, it's available, right, cable and cellular and so many other technologies just aren't like that, 

right.  So educating them so that they understand that all the systems and everything said it should be 

available, but it's not, so there's a different access type we have to bring in,.  There's more uncertainty in 

that in the aspect around when you start to bring broadband and cellular in. Yeah, quite recently one 

of our customers, a bank, that we're deploying and they have bad cell coverage, right, and we got 

there.  It's because they put the cell antenna underneath there, thankfully. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Oh great idea, 

 

Mike Frane, Vice President Product Management, Windstream Enterprise 

Not a great place to put your cellular radio, underneath a big hunk of metal, but it's that type of 

education that has to go on and it's also the education Ashwath talked about, the cost savings and 

how you shift money around to make this work, right, because you know there's a lot of hype from the 

vendors themselves about how much SDWAN is going to save you. But in reality we find customers 

spend about the same or maybe even a little bit more, and the conversation is really about the value 

that you're getting, you're moving from 100 meg MPLS connection to SDWAN with maybe Ethernet at 50 

Meg's and a broadband connection and so it's gonna cost you about the same, but you've got 10 

times more download than you had before. You've got resiliency built into it, you've got your dynamic 

multipath optimization so your applications will run better.  So it's that shift in the discussion from it's 

gonna save me a bunch of money to the value that the network is bringing is also a piece of the 

education. And then finally, I'd say, yet less so now, but for those who are looking at a greenfield 

environment, don't try and make it work like MPLS, 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Right again, the mind shift. 
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Mike Frane, Vice President Product Management, Windstream Enterprise 

We've had customers, experiences where especially at the beginning where they want the SDWAN to 

work just like their MPLS was working. And so they lost a lot of the functionality that MPL that SDWAN 

brought, and we were able to work with them on their journey.  It's a journey for everyone. So we 

worked with them on their journey to let go of the of the emotional attachments.  As I mentioned before 

some aspects of MPLS and let the technology work, right, let it run, let it do what it's supposed to do and 

then we can tweak it once we get in if it's not working the way that we want. But I would say those 

three things from an educational perspective, some of the challenges because you'd ask about the 

challenges that enterprises are going to face in the new era. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Yeah, well, I think the notion that SDWAN was going to be quick, cheap and easy got quickly dispelled. I 

was out there for a while. Anyway, so Song, we'd love to hear from you. 

 

Song Toh, Vice President, Global Network Services, Tata Communications 

Certainly. So I think we talked about benefits of adopting SDWAN, right. One of our customers Visteon 

for example, they were able to improve the user experience and gain agility, and gain business 

flexibility, right, this is all true, in the sense that you decouple from the flexibility of legacy network. But 

now this transition has other challenges. And we've seen this with other customers for example, as a 

managed service network services provider we typically work with a network team at the customer and 

traditionally they didn't care much what application layer on top of the network. So, you come in and 

say what's the most important application, where are they going where's the application hosted initially 

that becomes slightly of a difficult conversation because they had to go find out. They don't know. The 

network's all working right, everything goes into the data center. Why is it now so complicated?  That 

was one of the transitions to go through. The second one was actually interesting, cloud networking. 

Even with SD WAN, if you just implement a bunch of so-called Internet breakout it doesn't necessarily 

help you reach the Cloud or SAS application better depending on where your users are (inaudible) the 

all in one small little area, and the application, the SAS application is hosted right there. It's pretty easy. 

As we serve global customers, cloud networking, if you're using AWS in Amsterdam and half of your users 

are in India for example, it's not so easy, not so clean. Even if you use MPLS. So, yeah, those are some of 

the things that we got to work through. As a journey through design, and evolution, even when you get 

to SDWAN. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Song, do you see the transition to this new area era of cloud networking? Do you see a different set of 

competitors coming in?  Vying for the networking dollars that has traditionally been spent on Tata, or 

Aryaka or Windstream because I'll ask each one of you. Do you see a new set of competitors? 

 

Song Toh, Vice President, Global Network Services, Tata Communications 

Well, I guess they're not new in a sense, right, they’ve become, at least to me anyway, both competitors 

and partners. Becaus, as I serve global customers, and you touch on that Erin right, the last mile part of 
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it, the excess part of it. Typically, they can buy it on their own from someone else, but for global 

enterprise. A lot of them will say let me go to one managed service provider to help me deal with this. 

And yes, I know I can buy a whole bunch of excess from anybody. But let me get it from one party that 

put together partners I suppose they own network. So, I have one single neck to choke. So yeah I mean 

I don't see that, you know, this is dramatically changing. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Okay, either of the other two, do you see a different set of providers knocking on your door? 

 

Ashwath Nagaraj, Co-founder, Chief Technology Officer, Aryaka 

So, a couple things. I think we look at ourselves as one of the new providers knocking at the other 

people's doors. Absolutely, yes. Obviously, you know, I think Song’s got a very good point, it has to be a 

single throat to choke.  This new model consumption is really about simplification of my life as an 

enterprise, and pushing the problem into one other place right, so that's all true. I think the big thing that 

I think still is a little bit gray and, it's that four letter word that we said we wouldn't use spelled SASE, but 

that this, the most important thing that happens when you move out of MPLS in my mind is security. 

Right absolutely the change in your security posture and you can get peddled snake oil, a security. But 

unfortunately, the consequences of that are very, very severe. Right, I mean you can lose your critical, 

your crown jewels can be lost, right. And we've seen time and again, your credit card information gets 

lost, so that's a very, very important consideration and there's a good reason why a lot of enterprises 

which are SL is, you know, conscious about MPLS quality who are working and so on so forth also have 

to look at the best of breed security.  So the vendors that come in really need to be able to offer the 

enterprises a solution that includes best of breed security. If it doesn't, then, really, you're creating a big 

hole into which every hacker in the world can come in, share, under the guise of inefficient networks.  

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Yep. Mike. 

 

Mike Frane, Vice President Product Management, Windstream Enterprise 

Yeah, I would kind of echo what Song said a little bit. We're not seeing new competitors in the 

marketplace. Recently, yet there was a shift when SDWAN first entered the market, right where you 

have, you know some smaller players. Get a foothold, right, because if you know, historically, an MPLS 

network right, you need to be one of the big names if you're going to sell someone else's network but if 

you're just providing them the overlay and you're managing the overlay and the underlay is separate. 

We did see some, I would not say net new, right, but we saw some historical vendors transitioning in the 

services that they provided, right.  But it's still for companies like Tata and Windstream and Aryaka, but 

it's still ensuring that you're looking at the breadth of services and the whole solution, right, that is really 

where those more points solutions are going to be challenged to get to some type of scale. I prefer 

saying back to Pat rather than throat to choke, but we all know that the throat choking happens. So I 

would say it's an evolution in the competitive space rather than any net new entrants into the market. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 
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Okay, the reason I was asking the question is because on the smaller level of business customers, there 

has been a bit of a shift there because as we disaggregated the underlay and the overlay as you all 

were talking about it, it allowed a new breed of competitor to come in, one that's that, you know, some 

systems integrators and resellers that have had done a decent job at that level. I was pushing into see if 

you've seen any of that at the higher end of the enterprise networking market and I would suspect, I 

guess the answer was no, at this point. Okay. All right. So we are coming to the end of our discussion I 

have one last round up question for you all, it's going to be quick. This is sort of your last moment to have 

some closing remarks short, pithy to the point. I'll focus it on two things, number one. We have an 

esteemed audience here of journalists from around the world. What do you want them to take away 

from this?  What is the one point if they're going to be writing an article over the next day or so, what do 

you want them to take away?  That's the first one, and I really like it. I think we're going to flip back to 

that slide and If I added another bubble on the top that said mid 2021 - what are the top challenges?  

Let's focus it there, if you can put your future looking hat on. What do you think the couple of bullets 

would be? If they'd be any different there for mid 2020 /2021 As we're working for it. So, I'm gonna start 

with Song since you were the first to answer a question here, quick takeaway, what do you want the 

journalists to remember you by and mid year 2021 challenges? 

 

Song Toh, Vice President, Global Network Services, Tata Communications 

Well, so, yeah, to remember me and Tata communications by. We consider ourselves as a digital 

ecosystem enabler. That means I'm not a vendor that comes in and drop off a bunch of boxes and 

then, you know, come back in three year and say do you want to renew the contract. Right, we offer 

not only network services, but also Unified Communication managed security cloud and managed 

cloud and hosting services for our enterprise customers globally.  Our network covers over 149 countries. 

Now, looking forward to mid-2021 I think some of the transformation and the pickup of digital 

transformation from a slightly slower pace of 2020 will continue, and cloud centric architecture would 

probably be more, I guess, play a bigger role right.  I think we have not pointed a finger to say that's 

what it's gonna look like. Of course the markets hyping certain technologies but I think is the outcome 

that people are going after, right, you still have application that requires site to data center connection, 

you have a lot more cloud application, you need security that is ubiquitous and zero trust maybe, but I 

mean, what does that look like? I don't think it's a vendor name. I don't think it's one product name that 

allows you to achieve that. And a service, a managed service provider will be a part of that to help you 

achieve that. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

All right, not one vendor name one, not one product name, look for the managed service providers. 

Ashwath over to you. 

 

Ashwath Nagaraj, Co-founder, Chief Technology Officer, Aryaka 

So, if I could give a few takeaways, one is the topology has changed. The WAN is now the center of 

your enterprise business. And that's partly because of all the home use and so on and so forth write that 

in, you know, so as an IT professional as somebody who is, you know, the CEO of a company, you are 

now empowered to transform the business, much more than you were before because you can give 
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them the tools to really change the structure of your business, because of the new word, right. Second 

thing is, I think, MPLS is dead, but MPLS is not dead in in concept. I mean at the end we need those 

elements here, but that budget is moving out, you can use that. Now if you need those qualities. We 

said reliability, you know, the security, the stability and all that, that the quality of brings work. That's 

where I think people like Aryaka are really interested in talking to you because we feel that all of those 

are critical in certain spaces, and we want to address that, right. And I think the third one is for all of us. 

It's actually, I mean if I look at that. The next bubble right it is really an expansion of the network, I mean, 

we talked about bandwidth increasing, Mike was talking about the problems at home. So the kinds of 

problems we're going to have face are changing. We're going to have to deal with people putting their 

cellular service box in the wrong location stigma, right. So, it's still, there's a lot of opportunity. I mean you 

think about things like Starlink that's coming up 5G and so on.  These are all going to be enabled by 

enterprises funding it, not only by home users watching Netflix, right. So I think that the opportunity for 

building that new network, that new topology, has a lot of good technologies that are just on that point 

where it can be consumed by BSL.  Hard logistically to put in cellular, expensive, okay 5G styling globally 

available potentially, right, that's the other thing I think we were talking about.  Hey, these things are not 

available in much of the world, but some of the new technologies, they're actually going to spread 

faster in those parts of the world where they don't have any DSL, they don't have the infrastructure so I 

think that's a great thing for sort of leveling the playing field around the world. 

 

1:06:51 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Okay, well thank you. Ah, Mike, you have, I guess the honor of the very last word before questions. 

 

Mike Frane, Vice President Product Management, Windstream Enterprise 

Well, I appreciate that. So I mean I can tell, this distinguished audience, that there's a tremendous 

amount of interest right now.  Operating models across industries have changed dramatically due to 

the last 12 months.  SDWAN and cloud security are going to give customers enterprises organizations, 

the ability to adapt to the new normalcy of uncertainty. Yeah, we've talked a lot about how there's a 

shift to work from home or extra home now there'll be a shift back, but there'll be a big hybrid piece of 

that. So, you're still going to need the connectivity at home and you're going to need the connectivity 

in the branches, right, it's not an either or model going forward. In fact, in many ways, it obviously 

becomes much more complex for the enterprise to manage. And there's a shift in where the 

applications are being consumed. You know as more applications whoops the cloud, you know, I 

mentioned this, it's going to reduce the necessity of the enterprise network right.  Why, as the enterprise, 

why do I want to bring customer, why do I want to bring my end users into my data center if I'm going to 

do it, complete waste of resources now. Yeah, as far as predictions for year 2021 I think in the post 

vaccine era we're gonna see an acceleration and an uptick in the adoption of a rescue and cloud 

security in that four letter acronym that Ashwath mentioned earlier. And yeah, I think we'll quickly return 

to pre COVID installation levels, and then shortly thereafter, we'll look at that, because this model of 

SDWAN about security of remote access is the model that's going to allow the enterprises and 

organizations to deal with the new certainty of uncertainty. 
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Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Great, well thank you, Those are great takeaways. I want to thank all three of you for that, we are 

moving on to the Q&A section so I believe I hand over to George right now. 

 

George Rickman, NetEvents 

Yes, hello. So, I just like to remind anyone asking questions. It would be great if you either raise your hand 

and I can unmute you, or we've got the Q&A function enabled so you can just type your question in if 

you don't want to ask over your microphone and but if you do ask a question just mention who you're 

going to aim that question at, and it might just help us get the correct answer for you, the answer you're 

looking for. And so, the first question I have, which is not aimed at anyone, so anyone on the panel can 

jump in on this one, is Steve Broadhead, a Computer Weekly journalist. And he says, in looking at MPLS 

to cloud migration options, would it be safest to look for multi-vendor best of breed approach to 

migration, notably with independent networking and security technology suppliers or go down the all in 

one route, such as proposed by many SASE vendors such as the likes of Cato networks? Does anyone 

want to jump in on that one? 

 

Mike Frane, Vice President Product Management, Windstream Enterprise 

So, I would say that, as with so many things in life, I don't think that there's one simple answer to this.  It's 

really gonna depend upon the needs of the enterprise and the organization. One of the challenges 

with not going with a best in class solution which may bring multiple vendors together is that you're 

going to end up with an okay and something solution.  And for the enterprise organization if that's okay, 

if that fits their business model and their needs, then that's an approach that they should take. But it's 

really going to come down to analyzing the needs of the business and the different pain points and 

problems that they're trying to solve, to determine which path is better, right, because, as a man of my 

stature, I can tell you that one size does not fit all. And certainly does not fit many, so it's gonna require a 

conversation and I do wish there was an easy answer there. 

 

Ashwath Nagaraj, Co-founder, Chief Technology Officer, Aryaka 

I totally agree, it all depends on the needs of your enterprise, I think, to some people and 97.9% uptime 

is fine. Six is an all in one, but an average performance all of it might be okay for you. But I think as you 

go to the higher end enterprises they have traditionally, and we're talking in the context of MPLS right, 

and people who invest in MPLS we're investing there because of a certain requirement in terms of that 

reliability the quality right and the security aspect. So I think in those cases they will stay with best of 

breed. Now, that doesn't mean that they're going to do it all themselves, it still means that they're going 

to go with people who are (inaudible), you know the managed service provider is the technology that 

the managed service provider offers under that hood that they're looking for. I mean is it the best of 

breed security?  Or is it my security is it the best of breed underlay or is it my underlay right so I think 

there's no question in my mind that they're going to go to a single vendor solution, but as a managed 

provider? It's the underlying components that they're looking at.  Are they looking at best to breed, or 

they're looking at an all in one? 
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Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Song, anything to add 

 

Song Toh, Vice President, Global Network Services, Tata Communications 

I agree, my guess, most enterprises, I would anticipate, based on their business needs and requirements, 

will end up having to select more than one vendor, whereas network or security or combination of both. 

Some might be okay with one solution. But I coined this word composable, architecture, right, because 

the point being, you're going to have something in your enterprise for different problems solving 

different problems. And when we come in as a managed service provider, we would want to ideally 

manage the whole thing for you. But if you don't manage the whole thing we’ve got to integrate with 

the rest of it that you're keeping so that it works for you as a customer, right. It's not about, you know, I 

make you into my image, because under service managed service provider you're the customer.  

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

All right, George anything else? 

 

George Rickman, NetEvents 

Okay, great. Yes, I have an open question from Julian who is an editor at NetReporter, Julian writes: 

SDWAN still takes time to deploy for each individual cloud and only takes you to the edge of the cloud, 

months of deployment, or one cloud, or years for multi cloud. Is it really a viable platform for full end to 

end cloud networking? And that's an open question again. 

 

Ashwath Nagaraj, Co-founder, Chief Technology Officer, Aryaka 

I think I like to answer that one. I think that person is mistaken. I mean it depends on the technology and 

depends on the solution, right. I mean, we'll do that in days, multicloud included, right, not years and so 

on and so forth, right.  So I think it depends on the solution and all of them have trade-offs. 

 

Mike Frane, Vice President Product Management, Windstream Enterprise 

And you know, some of that is also going to be compounded by the organization of the enterprise's 

familiarity with the cloud and the cloud services.  How they interact with the network and how they 

connect to the network. Yeah so but I would agree that that I haven't seen it take months for a single 

cloud connectivity, and it's a learning curve on the side of the enterprise organization as they migrate 

their application. So, you know, again a benefit of a managed service provider or consuming services 

from managed service providers, is that the subject matter expertise that they can bring to bear to assist 

customers through that migration as well. Yeah, 

 

Song Toh, Vice President, Global Network Services, Tata Communications 

I would say so, too, right. I think, connecting to cloud, designing a WAN solution that connects to call a 

multi cloud isn't gonna take months, right.  The complexity of migration and things that take time 

typically, rest with the complexity in the branches and in the data center, particularly in the data 

center, not connecting to cloud. 
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Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

All right, thank you. 

 

George Rickman, NetEvents 

Yeah, thank you. I've got another question here from Hector Pizarro, who's at Diario TI. He's the Editor in 

Chief and his questions are due to the increasing availability of internet broadband enterprises have 

considerable leverage when negotiating MPLS prices during the contract renewals. How does the 

cloud option counter the price factor?   That's an open question.  

 

Ashwath Nagaraj, Co-founder, Chief Technology Officer, Aryaka 

I'm sure TATA’s of the world and so on, probably experience this on a daily basis. Definitely we see that 

MPLS prices are pretty flat because at the end you're looking at there's a lot of infrastructure, it's there. 

So, you're absolutely right. Finally, it's not just going to be a price discussion, it is going to be what does 

that network empower you to do, right.  I mean how does it work and MPLS, its characteristics, 

broadband has its own characteristics, and they're not nowhere near the same. 

 

Mike Frane, Vice President Product Management, Windstream Enterprise 

And now I can say that we absolutely welcome those conversations every day, because it all comes 

down to how you want the network to perform and the applications to perform arriving over the 

network. And you know, as we said, not all underlays are created equal and it's our job to make sure 

that we educate our prospects and our customers on the potential trade-offs, because you as the 

managed service provider we need to make sure that we're able to deliver what it is that they want to 

consume. I wasn't sure if that question was in context of they're going to go get their own broadband, 

right, that's fine, with Windstream we have no problem with integrating that into the network itself. It's our 

role to educate on the benefits and potential drawbacks of the various access types, but that's exactly 

what we're in business to do today. 

 

Song Toh, Vice President, Global Network Services, Tata Communications 

Yeah, same here with Tata communications, depending on your need, depending on the budget, right. 

When we design a solution typically is where the spec, your way in the spectrum, are you for this site, for 

that site, is it an MPLS backed up by broadband is it, you know, premium internet backed up by 

broadband or is it a dual MPLS site, and an SDWAN over it, if that's what you're looking for? 

 

George Rickman, NetEvents 

Okay. I have a follow up question from Hector, which is also open.  Despite the current migration to 

cloud infrastructure and software as a service there is also a large amount of business critical 

applications hosted in an on premise data centers.  Redesigning, restructuring and migrating these 

applications takes quite a long time. Is it worth the effort and investment?  And that again is open. 

 

Ashwath Nagaraj, Co-founder, Chief Technology Officer, Aryaka 

My personal feeling here is that there's going to be certain applications that will forever be in the data 

center, whether you call it a private cloud or a physical data center of yours. You're still going to own 
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and control that, that pyramid of in that and the security and so on and so forth. So I think that the world  

is going to have an epi enterprise, except some of the really the new ones who have not yet grown up, 

are going to have a hybrid network.  They're going to have data centers, they're gonna have 

applications around there, and they're going to help load applications and they need to be able to 

serve all of them, and not just think how do I get rid of my data center because you could have 

consequences of that which, like loss of your intellectual property and so on which is far more 

dangerous than taking the making the effort to integrate properly into your network. 

 

George Rickman, NetEvents 

Okay. I have another question from Guy Matthews who's an Editor for AI Business. Why has networking 

taken so long to catch up with the freedoms and flexibilities offered by the hyperscale cloud model? 

Are vested interests at work. Is it just sheer inertia, on the part of network operators? 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Can I just jump before I'm sure our panelists will have fun with this one. But first of all, I guess from a pure 

layer one perspective, it's really hard to order a fiber build via an app store, right, there's still digging 

going on.  There's still a lot of just real networking that still needs to happen that doesn't happen 

overnight that every one of these guys has to deal with. So, I'll lay it there as just something to give you 

guys the benefit of the doubt. Anyway, 

 

Mike Frane, Vice President Product Management, Windstream Enterprise 

That's great. When I think about the context of this question, and we talked about the hyperscale 

compute cloud model, one of the great things about the hyper scale compute cloud model is the 

fungibility of resources that underpin, right, you can use. You can use the same CPU in 110 minute block 

for Windstream, and use that for TATA in the next 10 minute block from it.  From a network perspective 

we don't necessarily have that level of fungibility right at one point in time to what Erin said.  There's a 

one to one relationship between a site and a service, right now, we are, Aryaka, Tata as well, there's the 

core tenets that we're putting in from a flexibility capability into our core network and into our network 

edge to give a more responsive, more agile model to the business.  And how we deliver network 

services but at a certain point in time again there's no fungibility between resources.  We can't deliver 

the fiber to Company A one day and then to Company B the next day.  It's just not how that model 

works but I will say that the industry in general is taking on some of the best practices from the 

hyperscale compute providers as we build out what are the next generation of our core network and 

our edge networks as well. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Anybody else? 

 

Ashwath Nagaraj, Co-founder, Chief Technology Officer, Aryaka 

The one thing I'd say is definitely, the old adage. If it ain’t broke, don't fix it, and it was working, MPLS was 

working fine. It's just that now we've got this pandemic I think that it’s sort of thrown the monkey wrench 

into the engine and the engine is what we've got to do something about.  Until now inertia was a big 
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part of it, why I mean, MPLS work pretty well.  I see that every day, with every time we go to a customer 

the barrier to get them to change their network is pretty high. And they're looking for an SLA and they're 

getting it so they can fix a few problems but they don't have a lot of problems so it was good network. 

 

Song Toh, Vice President, Global Network Services, Tata Communications 

Yeah, I was gonna say that I don't know if it's like a managed service provider or network provider, we're 

the ones holding back progress. Really, the enterprise is right where the applications are and what 

they're asking for from the services. If they're not ready to move, the applications are still all in a data 

center, given the holy cow hosted model or pure cloud no MPLS service would probably not work very 

well. 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

All right. Well, I think that's a great way to wrap that up. George, is that the last question? 

 

George Rickman, NetEvents 

yeah, we're out of time. 

 

 

Erin Dunne, Director of Research Services, Vertical Systems Group 

Okay, so then I am going to take this opportunity to thank our panelists.  What a great job and what a 

pleasure it is to hear all of you speak on this, what I what I consider a really important topic, so thank you 

very much.  

 

Mark Fox, NetEvents 

Great job everybody. Thanks, Erin, and thanks Ashworth and Song, and Mike, really good session, Just to 

let all the, media know that full transcript of this session will be available from Helen she'll be emailing this 

through after the event, also on the website bios and photos, media kits, etc. of all the participants, and 

Erin’s slides. And we will be putting together a podcast and a webcast of this session, which you're 

welcome to link to from your articles. The webcast and podcast should be available within the next 

week or so. So that podcast will be available on iTunes and Spotify and so on, the webcast will be 

available on YouTube. So, thanks very much for your time and attending. If you have any questions 

please email those through to Helen, you have a contact info, and with the link she provided to you 

please download the extra info from all the participants. Thanks very much Erin again and thanks to the 

panel and we'll see you on the next session, towards the end of this month. Thank you. Bye for now.  
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